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Deep summer is when laziness finds 
respectability. 
Sam Kean - Author 
 
Welcome to our summer edition of the 
Friends Bulletin. 
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Mayor of Bolton 

Roger Hayes, a Life Member of the Friends, 
was inaugurated as Mayor of Bolton in May 

2017. He is possibly the 150th Mayor of 
Bolton. His wife Jaleh is Mayoress.  
Roger was born in Cheltenham in 1973 and 
moved to Bolton in 1984. He is a Liberal 
Democrat councillor for the Smithills ward 
and follows Carole Swarbrick (2015) as the 
second mayor in the last three years to be a 
Friends’ member. He lives locally to the Hall. 
We wish him a very happy and successful year 
in office. 
 

Isabella Margaret – The Person 

Concluding Part  

nnabel (as she wished to be called, 
dropping the Clara) Huth Jackson was 
the daughter of Mountstuart A 
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Elphinstone Grant Duff and Anna Julia 
Webster (daughter of Hannah Ainsworth) and 
was the grandchild of Richard and Sarah 
Ainsworth. Her father was Under Secretary of 
State for India and later Governor of Madras. 
Annabel, like many contemporaries, was sent 
to a boarding school in England whilst her 
parents were in India. During the holidays she 
often went to stay with the Ainsworths and 
‘Cousin Dick’ as she referred to him.  

 
Annabel Huth Jackson 

Annabel describes Isabella as “ugly with 
receding forehead, protruding eyes but 
beautiful teeth and a good complexion and 
very white hands – but never met anyone 
who did not fall in love with her straight off 
and remain devoted slave all their life”. The 
description to some extent explains the 
scarcity of photographs of Isabella who may 
well have been camera shy. She continues by 
writing “She was not particularly clever” but 
“she had immense humour, but of a kind so 
delicate that most people never suspected 
her of it, and an innate refinement, which was 
perhaps commoner in those days.” “She 
instinctively shrank from everything ugly or 
vulgar or unworthy, and yet nobody tackled 
pain and wretchedness and even sin more 
bravely than she did whenever it was her duty 
to approach it. She was the most deeply 
religious woman I ever knew, and I wish that 
the form it took had not been that of old 
fashioned evangelicalism” 
Annabel continues “If a person professed to 
be a sincere Christian it is difficult for Nono to 
believe that it was hypocritical and many 
undeserving people took advantage of this 
and gained great ascendency over her, but I 

was far too young to realise all this during my 
first stay at Winwick [Warren]. I merely saw 
her as gay and tender, and infinitely 
understanding. She was the first person who 
was sorry for me at leaving India and all my 
friends. She mothered and petted me and 
gained my full confidence so that my one idea 
when I left was to get back to her.”  
Annabel tells some other stories which may 
cast further light on Isabella’s personality and 
beliefs:- 
# Annabel recounts that it was at Smithills Hall 
that she first read the War Cry and an account 
about the ‘white slave trade’. She wrote an 
impassioned poem on the subject and asked 
the Rev Standen to get it published for her. He 
was rather impressed but ‘Nono’ was terribly 
shocked at her knowing such things and 
promptly burnt it. 
# She recalls the Christmas decorations stayed 
up longer at Smithills Hall than anywhere else. 
Nono was often seated in an armchair by the 
fire, a boy or girl on the ground leaning 
against her knees, Cousin Dick reading the 
Times and interjecting angry comments on 
the heinousness of the radicals. 
# Over lunch Nono would entirely forget 
where she was, surrounded by a greedy group 
of boys and girls and, lost in religious ecstasy 
would murmur, her eyes closed and her head 
thrown back, ’Jesus, Jesus, my redeemer, to 
think that I shall see him, touch his hands’ and 
then suddenly waking to the realities of life 
she would exclaim, ‘Dick, if you eat more 
pudding you know you will have an attack of 
gout’. 
 
Haggas Bryan also recorded “In later years 
owing to the delicacy of Mrs Ainsworth’ 
health, visits to Smithills became very 
infrequent”.   
 
History is lucky to have a picture, however 
incomplete or maybe not entirely accurate, of 
Isabella. She was clearly a complex character 
but who was loving and loved. I hope I have 
done Isabella justice in these short narratives 
and that she continues to be remembered as 
a kind and god fearing woman of her times. 
David Williams.  
 

West Wing 

Work on the Devey Room in the West Wing is 
almost complete and it has been transformed. 
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The pictures below don’t do it justice. For a 
better view why not visit the Hall and include 
it in your tour.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
The new reception desk is in place in the 
entrance hall and ramps now allow easy 
access for wheelchairs etc. 
 

Events 

 

AGM 7
th

 June 2017 

The Annual 
General 
Meeting was 
held in the 
Dome Room of 
the Hall on 
Wednesday 7th 
June 2017. 
There were 24 
members and 
friends 

present. After an excellent buffet the group 
were entertained by Peter Turner with a talk 
and demonstrations entitled “Through the 
eyes of a magician”. See above. 
The Friends officials and committee members 
were proposed and seconded with the 

exception of committee member Robin Scott-
Smith who had submitted a letter explaining 
that because of ill health he would be unable 
to serve as a committee member or guide.  
 

Robin has been a stalwart of the Friends 
having become a member in 1994. Serving as 
a guide Committee member and Vice 
Chairman he was hugely knowledgeable 
about the history of the Smithills Hall. We will 
miss seeing him around the Hall and wish him 
better health for the future.  
  
A copy of the Friends Annual Accounts ending 
30 April 2017 is included for members. This 
was discussed in detail by the Treasurer, 
Wendy Edwards, at the AGM. You will see 
that the Friends finances are sound and on 
that basis we have made some financial 
sponsorship commitments for the 
forthcoming year e.g. Garden Party, a 
children’s holiday event and curtains for the 
renovated Devey Room. 
  

Harry Potter World Record 

 
The gathering of Harry Potters 

On 23rd June 2017 Smithills Hall was the venue 
for a world record attempt for the most 
people dressed as Harry Potter in one place. 
Each person had to have a Gryffindor tie, 
glasses and wand, and a scar on the forehead. 
A new record of 676 was set breaking the 
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previous record of 521 set in 2015.  
 

 
Guinness world record certificate is presented 

Sponsored by the Bloomsbury Press each child 
received a copy of ‘Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s stone’.  Some of those 
officiating as stewards at the event were 
members of the Friends (see photograph 
below).  

 

David, Margaret, Joan, Dorothy and Wendy 

 

Garden Party 

Sunday 9th July 2017 from 12 -4pm 

What a wonderful day it was; hot and sunny, 
lots to do and see, happy families and a great 
turn out (over 2,000 visitors attended) 
Attractions included:- 
Bird displays by Raptor Experience, Craft and 
Food stalls, Smithills Farm donkey rides and 

sheep and goats, Little Voices’ drama and 
singing workshops. Live music -bands and a 
choir, Bolton FM radio were present providing 
the public address system as well as 
broadcasting live, animal handling with Lion 
Learners, medieval fighting displays and the 
Hall in all its glory. 
The Friends second-hand book stall in the old 
kitchen did good business raising money for 
Friends funds. 
The event was sponsored by the Friends of 
Smithills Hall with a donation of £250. Money 
well spent! 

 
 

Tea Room 

‘Poppins Tea Room’ opened for the Garden 
Party giving the many visitors a chance to 
sample the Tea Room fare. The Tea Room 
staff were rushed off their feet throughout 
the afternoon. 
More information about the new proprietors, 
menu and opening hours are on the Friends 
website. Date of formal opening is still to be 
announced. 
 

Memorial to Cliff Stockton 

 
 
This is the memorial plaque which has 
recently been installed to mark the tree 
planted in the grounds of Smithills Hall, in 
memory of Cliff who was a staunch supporter 
of the Friends and the Hall. 


